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President fights for human rights
Clinton works with China, Indonesia
ByTomRaum
The Associated Press

some sanctions remain in place
on China dating back to the Tiananmen Square riot in June 1989
and said "they will not be taken
off until we see some progress."
Clinton spoke after holding
separate meetings with Jiang,
Japanese Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama, Australian Prime
Minister Paul Keating, and South
Korean President Kim Youngsam.
The president said the leaders
all stressed the importance of
ensuring that North Korea live
up to the agreement with the
United States to freeze and dismantle its nuclear program in
exchange for energy aid and new
political ties.
"They all said that they
strongly supported the agreement. They thought it was very
important that we continue to
work it through. They understood implementation of the
agreement would not be without
difficulty," Clinton said.
Furthermore, Clinton said he
would join the leaders of Japan
and South Korea after tonight's
conference-opening APEC dinner for a special session to "follow up" on earlier talks on North

Korea.
He said moving forward with
the plan would "require a lot of
efforts on several fronts."
Asked about his relations with
the Rep. Newt Gingrich of Georgia, expected to become House
Speaker once Republicans take
control of Congress in January;
and Republican Sen. Bob Dole of
Kansas, in line to become Senate
Majority Leader, Clinton said:
"I look forward to working
with them. My strategy will be to
have an open door and to have a
lot of contact."
Clinton has been seeking to
reassure Asian leaders that, despite the elections that handed
Republicans control of both
house of Congress for the first
time in 40 years, he still has a
firm hand on U.S. foreign policy.
In his session with Murayama,
Clinton discussed remaining
areas of friction over trade,
pressing Japan to further open
up its auto markets to U.S. imports, officials said.
Meanwhile, support was
coalescing around a
U.S.-endorsed compromise - ex-

JAKARTA, Indonesia -- President Clinton Monday pressed for
additional human rights improvements in China and sought
a consensus for keeping the heat
on North Korea to honor its nuclear promises.
He
also
pledged an "open door" in
working with
Republicans at
home.
After separate sessions
with top Asian
leaders, Clinton promised to
expand ties across the Pacific,
saying the United States is "getting stronger in this region." U.S.
officials predicted endorsement
on Tuesday of a U.S.-promoted
statement calling for "open and
free trade" through the region by
the year 2020.
At a news conference in the
garden of the U.S. ambassador's
residence, Clinton said he would
"use whatever influence I have
See (UNION, page three.
in a positive way" to press for
human rights reform, both in
China and Indonesia.
He denied suggestions he was
backing away from human rights
concerns in pressing for more
trade with Asia and said he
raised the issue pointedly in a
face-to-face meeting with
Chinese President Jiang Zemin.
"The United States, perhaps
more than any other country in
the world, consistently and regularly raises human rights issues," Clinton said before the
formal opening of the 18-nation
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum (APEC).
"We made it absolutely clear
that in order for the United
States' relationship with China to
fully flower, there had to be
progress on all fronts," Clinton
APPkoto/MarcyNlfkmwdar
said.
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton waves as she tours with Annita! U.S. President Bill Clinton, right, gestures as he walks with Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating
p
Later, Secretary of State War- Keating, left, wife of Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating, and prior to their bilateral meeting Monday in Jakarta. The two leaders are there for the second APEC
ren Christopher told CNN that Tien Suharto, wife of the Indonesian president, Monday In Jakarta.
sumni it.

Campus officials examine Coalition educates students
exterior lighting monthly with acquaintance rape film
By Jay Young
The BG News

Concentrating on the University's bright side, Detective
Walt Beeker checks the exterior campus lighting every
month to make sure it is up to
standards. Despite the effort, it
is a practice that some students
look down upon.
Beeker said University electrician Bud Johnson and himself tour the campus every
month making sure there is
sufficient lighting in all areas.
"We make suggestions on
where it is dark and where we
need more lighting," Beeker
said.
Undergraduate Student
Government president Jen
Mathe said she is concerned
about University lighting.
"It definitely is a concern. I
think the University has taken

some positive steps toward
eliminating the lighting problem," Mathe said. "There have
been places where lighting has
been installed, but it hasn't
been maintained."
Once the tour is complete,
Beeker said Johnson tries to
correct the problems before
the next month's lighting
check.
Beeker said
a
$S0,000-$6O,000 project will
replace the umbrella lights in
the parking lots with more efficient lighting. Despite the
efforts, some students believe
they have been left in the dark.
"There is hardly anything
between Olscamp Hall and
Founders," University student
Amy Bole said. "I don't want to
go to the movies anymore. I
don't [walk at night] unless I
absolutely have to."
University student Chris

INSIDE

Gordon said there needs to be
more lighting in the area that
surrounds the Oak Grove
Cemetery.
"No way, there's not enough
lighting," Gordon said. "It is
really below standards for
lighting."
Another student said she
agrees there is a lack of light
around the cemetery.
"I think there should be more
lights by the cemetery," Karen
Fraleigh said.
However, student Adam
Domoe said he believes there is
sufficient lighting.
"In most places, I think there
is enough," Domoe said.
Beeker said those who are
concerned about exterior lighting can contact him and can
accompany him during the
monthly tour.

CAMPUS
Cancer-causing herbicides in I
Bowling Green's drinking water!
will be the took of WBGU-TVsl
weekly "Journal 1994" program. |
«-Page4.

By Amy Johnson
The BG News

A film that focused on acquaintance rape, the realistic threat
that every student faces on a college campus, was featured as
part of a conference sponsored
by the BGSU Coalition Against
Sexual Offenses Monday night in
Olscamp Hall.
"A Reason to Believe" related
issues of realistic occurrences
between a group of college
friends finding their trust and
loyalty for each other violated
when one friend made an unwanted sexual advance toward
another friend.
"Bowling Green is not immune
to the issues related in the film there is a commitment from individuals who want to make a difference," said Edward Whipple,
vice president for student affairs.
Counselors from The Link
were available to help audience

NATION
liSAir says a report claiming
the airline repeatedly violated
federal flight regulations contains
false or misleading statements.
■rPageS.

members during and after the
presentation in dealing with personal questions and situations.
The producers and writers of
the film were also available to
discuss the film.
"This is an independent feature film that may be harsh at
times when dealing with language and nudity," said Ged
Dickersin, co-producer of the
film.
Doug Tirola, the writer and director of the film, agreed.
"Our movie is one that shows
what actually happens and what
will happen." Tirola said.
The film focused on the Greek
system of fraternity members
and feminist groups on college
campuses.
"Statistically, rape often relates to fraternities and alcohol
consumption," Tirola said.
Students at the conference expressed their concern about the
Greek reputation illustrated in
the film. The audience was di-

SPORTS
Bowl committees have
expressed interest in Bowling
Green. Athletic Director Ron
Zwierlein did not comment on
which bowls the Falcons may
receive a bid for.
«*■ Page 6.

vided in their feelings toward the
representation of the Greek
system.
"I felt as if fraternities were
being stereotyped." a student
audience member said.
See FILM, page four.

A Reason
to Believe"
A presentation focused
on acquaintance rape
was shown Monday
night.
Counselors from The
Link were available to
help audience members
during and after the
presentation.
* The producers and
«' writers of the film were
also available to discuss
the film.

WEATHER
Cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers. Low around
40. Southwest winds to 15 mph
becoming northwest.
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Politicians need
to work together
The Republicans are coming, the Republicans
are coming. And they're here to stay.
When asked about this year's election, one highranking Republican replied, "It's a bad year to be a
Democrat."
Michael Marsh, chairman of the Wood County Republican Executive Committee, told reporters, "My
Democratic counterpart left [the polling station]
after the first three precincts came in, which I
thought was a pretty good sign."
Sure, there were a couple of concessions about
working together for a new country, but the overall
tone of GOP comments involved the thrill of the victory.
And there's nothing wrong with this, right?
After all, in 1992 it was the Democrats are coming,
the Democrats are coming. And they were the ones
that did the gloating about change and voter dissatisfaction.
The News believes the problem with all of this
coming and going and gloating is that nothing is getting done.
As long as both parties see themselves as enemies
instead of partners in government, bills will remain
loaded with pork, budgets will swell and the voters
will continue to get the shaft.
And the parties roll on.
"The American people on Tuesday night rejected
Bill Clinton's policies," Texazs Senator Phil Gramm
said.
And while politicians play "pin the tail on the other
party," uninsured citizens are going without needed
operations.
"I think that people are starting to realize that
when you only have one party you're going to have
problems," Wood County Commissioner Robert Latta said.
And while the Republicans are thankful that they
weren't the party to feel the voter's wrath, little
9-year-old Johnny is learning how to make cocaine
into crack instead of going to third grade.
Politicians don't seem to grasp the fact that American people don't care whose fault it is, they just
want it fixed.
And now, for better or for worse, the hammer to
pound change through the system rests in the slippery hands of the Grand Old Party.
The News just hopes they don't hit their thumbs.
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Contract with America can begin
Now that everyone has had the
chance to digest what happened
on election day, we can go ahead
and analyze what happened and
why.
First, I think It is safe to say
the the American voting public
has had enough; enough taxand-spend, enough trampling of
rights, enough ignoring the constitution, enough big government.
The American people have, for
the last two years, been forced to
listen to Bill Clinton talk about
how great of a job he is doing.
But his words and the scene before us do not coincide.
We have been told that the
economy is growing by leaps and
bounds, but we see our takehome pay Retting smaller and
smaller. We have been told that
the crime bill, replete with the
assault weapons ban, would make
America a safer place; but a man
with an AK-47 riddles the White
House with bullets. We have been
told that the budget deficit Is be-

Van iNess
ing reduced by record numbers,
but, in actuality, it has gone up.
You see, if you tell people one
thing and then do another, they
most likely will hold you responsible, as voters did last Tuesday.
The Democrats' message was
full of holes, and the public is not
as stupid as they thought.
Now that the Republicans have
both the House and the Senate, it
is up to them to do what it is they
said they would do: go ahead with
the "Contract with America"
If you actually read the Con-

tract with America, you would
know how sensible it is. You
would know that the ideas in the
contract make a lot of sense and
that Americans want these ideas
debated.
Let's take a look at a few of
these ideas.
"A constitutional amendment
to require a balanced budget."
This one should make sense to
most of you. If we do not get
ahold of our exploding national
debt, we will be in a sorry state
before too long. Economists can
argue for deficit spending all
they like, and I concede that
sometimes it is warranted
(recessions, emergencies,
national defense issues). But to
continually dig a hole for yourself begs for disaster.
'Term Limits." Sixty-one percent of Americans support term
limits for politicians in Washington. If Congressmen are relieved
of the burden of sticking out
their hand for donations as soon
as they get to D.C., maybe they

Norm Van Ness is a weekly
columnist /or The News.

Studying second language important
La importancia de estudiar
lenguas extranjeras.
Despues de leer el articulo
publicado en The BG News la
semana pasada, "Too late for me
- too late for you," me senti inquieta. En este articulo, el autor
declara que estudiar espanol es
un gasto inutil de tiempo y
dinero. Su especializacion es
periodismo, y piensa que no tlene
sentido aprender una lengua
extranjera que no le interesa
personalmente.
Yo pienso que este estudiante
se equivoca enormemente al ver
el sistema educativo como un
camino estrecho en el que el
espanol no debe ocupar ningun
hueco. En mi opinion, el estudio
de una lengua extranjera es importante y tlene muchisimo mas
que ver con su vi da de lo que quizes ahora el irnagina.
Primero de todo, es lmportante
aprender una lengua extranjera
porque al estudlarla, uno csta introduciendose a una nueva realidad, ajcna a lo anteriormente
conocido. Es decir, al aprender el
espanol, los estudlantes aprenden una culture distinta a la suya
No solo aprenden una lengua,
sino que tambien descubren las
costumbres y tradlciones de los
que hablan la lengua y donde viven en el mepa
Muchos americanos nunca salon de este pals y no se ponen en
contacto con gentes de otras cultures y diferentes formas de
vida. Los americanos somos expertos en nuestra propia culture
y en no dar importancia e lncluso
hulr de otros modelos diferentes.
Es lmportante ser una persona
cultivada en temas variedos. Al
estudiar una lengua extranjera,
una persona aprende otro aspect o del mundo en que vl ve.

En segundo luger, es lmportante aprender una lengua
extranjera para poder comunicerse con otras persones. Es
Interesente para mi reflecclonar
sobre los ultimas tres o cuetro

tanto no hace falta salir de este cualquier lengua tienen una utipals para estar en contacto con lidad potencial en todo tipo de
otras cultures. Quizes elgun die carrera que un estudiante pueda
este estudiante de periodismo escoger y, de seguro, mas en
tenge un vecino con el que no ciertes areas que en otres.
puede comunicerse. Ye. he lleNo hey duda de que el conocigado la bora de reconocer la miento de otras lenguas implica
multiculruridad de nuestra so- una mayor rlqueza cultural que
cieded y edepternos a ella
en muchos cesos te ofrece
Esta ultima idee nos indice que mayores oportunidades en el teranos de mi vida porque la existe una utilided el aprender reno laboral y te hace ser mas
meyorie de mis mejores emigos otras lenguas. Es tlpico de mu- competitive
son de Espene o hablan el chos estudiantes quejarse de
Por ejemplo, una persona con
espanol. Si yo no hubiera estudledo el espanol, este grupo de
persones no seria una parte de mi
vide.
Poder comunlcarse en otra
lengua realmente abre las puertas de un mundo nuevo donde se
pueden conocer persones de otra
culture y experimenter otros espectos del mundo que nunca Ue- tener que aprender una lengua conocimientos del espanol tengariamos a conocer de otra nueve cuando se estan espe- dria mas acceso a una plaza de
manera. Hay muchas oportuni- cializando en otra materia Estos periodista en Esparto o cualquier
dades pare este tlpo de comuni- ergumenten que no van e volver pais latinoamericeno que una
cacion dentro de nuestro propio a usarla despues de cumplir los persona que solo sebe ingles. De
requisltos para graduerse de la le misme manera podria espepels.
En las ciudades donde hay una universidad y que la olvidaran en cializerse en temas tan de mode
gran poblacion de hispanos, se corto tiempo.
como el de "las comunidades hisYo personalmente creo que en panos en las grandes ciudades
puede escuchar, heblar y leer el
espanol por todos los lados: en el cualquier empleo puede ser util norteamerlcones." Tambien
autobus, en las peredes, en los el conocimiento de una lengua seria capaz de entrevister a juanuncios, etc. Es esenciel el es- extranjera No se en que rema gedores de origen hispano en un
tudio de otras lenguas para poder del periodismo va a espe- part ido de futbol. En general hay
comunicerse con otres persones. cializarse este estudiante, pero mas oportunidades pare las
Otra razon pare seguir estu- estoy segura de que tarde o tem- per iodistas bllingues.
diando lenguas extranjeras tlene prano debera enellzer o tendra
En fin, se puede concluir que el
que ver con el mundo en que vi- elgun tipo de releclon con una no- estudio de una lengua extranjera
vlmos. En le actuelldad, le socle- ticie relecioneda con el mundo es importante por muchos radad este cambiando y ahora mas hispano. SI he olvidado para en zones.
que nunca exige un reconoci- tonces sus conoclmientos sobre
mlento de otras cultures. Cade ldiomas que aprendlo en la unl- Es util en cualquier tlpo de emano millones de imigrantes de verslded, puedo imeglnerle pre- pleo y puede ayuder a consegulr
todas las panes del mundo cru- guntando o pidiendo consejo a mejores puestos. Asl que espero
ver a este estudiante ""wnw essus compeneros de trebajo.
zan las front eras de este pals.
Quizas ese dla encontrara una tudiando espanol en SPAN 102.
Hoy en die In los Estado Unidos
hay un gran numero de grupos respuesta mas clare para el del
Amy Bergendahl is a guest coletnlcos viviendo juntos o a poca por que tuvo estudiar esa asignadistancla unos de otros. Por lo tura tan odiosa El espanol o umnist for The News.

Araiy

En mi opinion, el estudio de una lengua
extranjera es importante y tiene muchisimo
mas que ver con su vida de lo que quizas
ahora el imagina.
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can concentrate on getting something done.
This election concluded the
terms of many prominent political figures - it's time we end the
reign of the ones that fell through
the cracks (such as Ted Kennedy
and Chuck Robb).
"A Capital Gains Tax Cut."
This one is real simple. Lessen
the burden of doing business,
and, by-golly, people will do more
business. More money in the
hands of businesses means investment and that means jobs. It
worked in the 1980s.
Now, if we can keep Congress
from spending all the revenues,
we will do just fine.
The ball is in the Republicans'
court. Let's see who is telling the
truth about the Contract with
America. I'm confident they can
make it work.
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SAID IT
"It was like war."
-Charlie Malloy.carjacker victim
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CHAOS by Brian Shutter

Snow Stinks

Robyn McClung struggles
to clear snow off her sports
car In Denver early Monday
after a foot of snow bloanketed the Mile High City at
a fast moving winter storm
swept over Colorado's front
range.

AP Photo/D.vld ZtlutMwikl

ACROSS
THE NATION
Atlantis touches down
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. - Atlantis and its six astronauts streaked toward a landing
in California's Mojave Desert today as Tropical Storm Gordon
bore down on Florida and the
shuttle's home base.

Commander Donald McMonagle Tired the shuttle braking
rockets an hour before the
scheduled 7:34 a.m. PST touchdown at Edwards Air Force Base.
That slowed Atlantis' orbiting
speed of 17,500 mph by 260 mph
and sent the spaceship on a fiery
plunge.
It was clear several hours before a scheduled touchdown at
the Kennedy Space Center in
Florida that weather would nix
any chance of Atlantis ending its
11-day atmospheric research
flight there.
Gordon, expected to pass just
south of mainland Florida tonight, had already spawned gusty
winds at Kennedy early today.
Weather at the desert landing
strip was good.
It turned out to be a 4.55 million-mile journey for Atlantis.

Strikers return to work
SAN FRANCISCO -- Striking
workers began returning to the
job today instead of the picket
lines after unions approved contracts with the city's two major
daily newspapers.
Only one group of janitors had
yet to ratify their contracts by
late morning.
"Everybody feels upbeat.
They're looking forward to getting everything ratified," Doug
Cuthbertson, chairman of the
Conference of Newspaper
Unions, the umbrella group for
the striking unions, said earlier.
The settlement agreements
brought an end to the picketing
against the San Francisco Chronicle, the San Francisco Examiner
and the San Francisco Newspaper Agency, which conducts

advertising, printing and circula- spcctive juror pool if she had
tion for the papers through a joint seen or heard anything about the
double-murder case.
operating agreement.
Not only did the woman say she
About 2,600 reporters, photographers, delivery drivers, advert - had, it was a promotion for a
KCBS-TV interview with the
judge himself.
"Well, it's sweeps week," Ito
told the woman, referring to a TV
rating period when competition is
most intense.

ising and circulation employees
walked off the job Nov. 1.
Eight unions representing machinists, typographers, press
The first segment of the Interworkers, the Newspaper Guild
and other workers, approved con- view was broadcast Sunday; she
tract agreements Sunday after
did not see the interview itself,
more than a week of intense barwhich would have violated the
gaining. A ninth union, reprejudge's order that prospective
senting street vendors, ratified
jurors avoid the news and anyits contract this morning.
thing else related to Simpson.
Some employees returned toAfter questioning, the woman
day. At the Chronicle, about 60
was retained in the group of proreporters streamed back into the spective jurors and told to return
newsroom. Outside, Carl Hall,
Dec. 5, when the final panel of 15
leader of their union chapter, told alternate jurors is to be selected.
them that it was "time for reSix of the eight people questioned
building and healing."
last week also made the cut.
Twelve jurors already have
been selected for Simpson's trial
Ito interviews jurors
on charges that he killed his exwife Nicole Brown Simpson and
LOS ANGELES - O J. Simpson's trial judge found himself at her friend Ronald Goldman.
the center of the Issue today as he
Five wounded in shootworked to weed out prospective
alternate jurors affected by pub- ing
licity surrounding the case.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
WAUSAU, Wis. - A man who
opened today's selection process thought members of one family
by asking a woman in the prowere stealing from him shot and

CLINTON
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Applications for

• spring '95 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22.
■fir. «.„*. -«,«.■.

Geology Coarse Schedule
Changes for SPRING '95
2986923608
20256
118926

"You did NOT build it."
wounded six people at two group
homes where he worked as a volunteer, police said. Five of the
wounded were In critical condianonymity.
tion.
Continued from page on*.
The 64-year-old man, a volunteer driver for the two homes, pected to be formally endorsed
At his news conference, Clinwas arrested several hours after on Tuesday by all 18 Pacific Rim ton said his goal was to make
the Sunday night shootings,
nations at the conference -- call- Asian markets "as open to our
sleeping at his own home, police
ing for "free and open" trade products as ours are to theirs. I
said.
throughout the region by no later think Americans would like
"I just can't Imagine someone
than year 2020.
that."
performing a criminal act like
Under the proposed communithis and being able to go to
sleep," said Deputy Police Chief que, developed nations like Japan
Clinton, meanwhile, voiced
and the United States would set sympathy for the students who
Paul Luoma.
The two privately owned group an earlier goal of 2010; while less had scaled the fence of the U.S.
homes, one on the East Side and
developed nations in the region Embassy here and were conductone on the West Side, had 11 resi- would have the longer period, ac- ing a sit-in on embassy grounds
dents, some with emotional discording to U.S. officials.
to protest Indonesian policy in
orders and other with physical
The dual timetable was an East Timor, which was annexed
handicaps, officials said.
effort
to
meet
objections
to
a
by Indonesia in 1976.
AU six victims were wounded
firm timetable raised by China
in the head with a small-caliber
and Indonesia, said U.S. officials
"We have no problem with
handgun, Luoma said.
who spoke on the condition of these young people," he said.
The shootings took place between 11 p.m. and 11:20 p.m., and
the victims were able to Identify
their assailant, Luoma said.
"Supposedly the suspect recently discovered, according to
him, the theft of money from his
A new group billing policy
residence," Luoma said. "Someadopted by the Office of Residence
how he connected the caretakers
Life took a different approach to billing
of the group homes to this theft,
for residence hall damages.
allegedly involving thousands of
Group billing would only occur if
dollars. We Just don't know how
legitimate that is."
the individual or individuals
Compiled from staff and wire
responsible for damages were not
reports.
identified.

»*- GEO1104
Have been changed from 9:30 -10:20
MWF to «-30 ■ Q°20 MWF due to a
room conflict.

GEOL 322
Environmental Geology will be offered (#12685
Q?n - 10-20 MWF). An optional lab (GEOL 490)
can be taken (# 11778 Arranged).

PHI ETA SIGMA
is proud to announce the winners of our
1994-95 Book Scholorship:
Gail Gudehus
Debbie Kuo
Christine Miesle
Stacy Procopio
Mark Schumm

Congratulations, and keep up the
Good Work!

33
33
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CALL 2-2343 FOR INFO
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

UNIVERSITY UNION
#Best Values on Campus

I'lll \S\M icotni

N.Y.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
OI»I:> 5-7IMI
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DAY
BOWI-N-GREEIVERY

Tijuana
Tuesday
$4.95

^

Make your own
UCM, fiJltai,
burrltos and
colmlclungai.
Inch Complete salad bar. toco
salad, baked potato and
unlmlted beverage.

(OPEN

4:30-7™

|* AH students meal plan
cards accepted
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Program offers summer abroad Local television
By Gentll Pavellch
The BC News

Students gain credit, experience

Spending a summer in France
may just sound like a fantasy to
some, but a University program
makes it reality for interested
students.
The University's economics
department offers a six-week
program in which both graduate
and undergraduate students of
all majors study in Nantes,
France.
While in France, students take
a variety courses about Europe
including history, economic issues, business and finance. The
five-week courses are taught in
English, said economics professor Charles Chittle.
Students participating in the
program will receive six credit
hours, he said.
An informational meeting
about the study program for
Summer 1995 will take place tonight at 8:30 p.m. in room 1000 of
the Business Administration
Building. The summer program
will be from June IS to July 27.

Chittle said the exchange program is a valuable experience for
students, no matter what their
major.
"I would encourage students to
participate because this is an experience of a lifetime," he said.
"This program helps to enhance
your lifestyle and your resume,
which is important since business is becoming more international."
Cesar Oliveira, a graduate student who participated in the program last summer, said the program helps students to experience a different lifestyle.
"Companies look for people
who can work in different environments, accept new challenges
and are willing to learn new
things," Oliveira said. "With this
program, you can show employers that you are not afraid of
new experiences."
The program is not only beneficial through the courses but
also through actually living with

a family in France, said Ed Miller, Chittle's assistant and a
graduate student who also participated in the program.
"You get a feel for the
European way of life by living
with a family there," he said.
"This can help you in the future
to do business within their culture and be successful."
Students participating in the
program will have classes Mondays through Thursdays from 9
am. to 1 p.m. Students can use
the rest of their free time for independent traveling. The last
week of the program the students
also travel to Brussels.
"This is really a life-changing
experience, because it is not just
business," Oliveira said. "You
get to experience so much
through traveling and see what
you have studied in school such
as history and art."
Chittle said the program has a
lot to offer studehts since they
are able to mingle with

Europeans and learn about a
different culture.
"Every student should be able
to experience this," Chittle said.
"You learn to adapt yourself in
different situations. Employers
like to know that you can adapt to
something totally different than
you are used to," Oliveira said.
Miller said the experience
abroad can help in certain job
qualifications.
"When most U.S. companies
want to continue growing, they
need to expand overseas and they
look for applicants with experience there," he said.
The summer exchange program has been offered at the
University since 1980.
Another informational meeting
will take place Dec. 6 at 8:30 p.m.
in Room 1000 of the Business
Administration Building.
For more information on the
summer study program or any
questions, contact Chittle at
372-8198 or Miller at 372-8180.

Woman sues credit card company
By Sunnl DeNicola

Michelle Bedell bought a few
necessities on credit. It seemed
easy enough - she only had to
During her sophomore year at make small monthly payments.
But eventually Bedell, who
Radford University in Virginia,
College Press Service
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only worked during the summer,
fell behind one month, then two
months. With interest and penalty fees accumulating, the total
she owed grew rapidly. By her
junior year, it was out of control.
Her monthly amount was at a
level she couldnt pay, and her interest rate skyrocketed to nearly
24 percent.
Then, she says, the intimidating phone calls started, leaving
her frightened and in tears. Basically, she has a choice: pay or be
blackballed financially for the
next seven years. She couldn't
pay.
Bedell had fallen into the trap
of spiraling credit cards.
"I really got scared, and I
didn't know what to do ... I was
just so ashamed ... I couldn't believe this was happening."
Today, at 22, she can't rent an
apartment, buy a car and may be
shunned by prospective employers. It will be this way for
the next seven years. "Standard
practice," says credit card companies nationwide. "Loan shark
tactics," said her mother, Connie.
Bedell and her mother are

Send Ballots to:
210 West Hall by Dec. 2.
All entries will be tabulated and the
results will appear in the final week of
classes.
Residence Hall rooms and Apartments
will be judged from nominations
received.

fighting back. Last spring they
told their story before the U.S.
Congressional Subcommittee on
Consumer Credit and Insurance,
which was examining the consequences of marketing credit
cards to high school and college
students.
And it didn't end there. Bedell
is now suing Signet Bank's Credit
Card Division (from whom she
obtained a Visa card), claiming
she did not fully understand tha
nature of her credit card contract ~ primarily, interest accruals and increases and the
long-term ramifications to her
credit record. This month. Bedell
and her mother go to court to
take on what Connie refers to as
"the suits ... high-powered lawyers and bankers."
How could this happen to the
shy honors student who says she
used the card strictly for bookstore purchases, not shopping
sprees or entertainment?
"I was trying to be all adult,
and I thought 'Hey, credit cards!'
You know they just come right to
you. You just fill [an application
card] out." Bedell admits.
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program to focus
on drinking water
By Aaron Gray
The BC News
Cancer-causing herbicides
in Bowling Green's drinking
water will be the topic of
WBGU-TV's weekly "Journal
1994" program airing tonight
at 10.
A panel of experts will be
present to address last
month's 'Tap Water Blues"
report released by Physicians
for Social Responsibility and
the Environmental Working
Group.
The report found that Bowling Green's water supply has
the third highest level of contamination by herbicides in
the nation, putting area residents at greater risk for certain types of cancer.
"Journal 1994" will look at
the report's findings and what
they mean to residents of
Bowling Green and other
communities in northwest and
central Ohio.
Viewers may phone in questions to the program at
1-800-255-9248 beginning at 10

Annual survey shows
6 percent increase
in university tuition
By Marco Buscaglla
Col Ige Press Service
NEW YORK - An annual survey of tuition and fee increases
at American colleges contains
both good and bad news for college students.
First, the bad news. On average, tuition increased this year
more than double the inflation
rate. Increases in tuition and fees
at American colleges and universities rose by 6 percent, according to a new study by the College
Board.
That means the average undergraduate attending a private,
four-year college will be paying
$702 more for their education.
However, the good news is that
the tuition rates are Increasing at
a lower rate that in past years,
indicating that many institutions
are doing a better job of holding
the line in spiraling college costs.
Since the 1991-92 academic
year, average annual increases in
tuition and fees have fallen:
■ from 13 percent to 4 percent
at two-year public schools;
■ from 12 percent to 6 percent
at four-year public Institutions;
■ from 6 percent to S percent
at two-year private institutions.
Still, the average college student is not only paying more for
their education but Is borrowing
more to cover costs, said Donald
Stewart, president of the College
Board.
Although this year's 6 percent
increase was the lowest in
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"I think the fraternity involvement brought dimension to
the Issue of rape - I did not feel
as If they were being attacked," a
University fraternity member
said.
Students and members of the
organizations said the film was
very realistic.
"I just thought the movie was
very realistic in all the Issues,"
said Jill Wolten, a sophomore elPARTICIPATE IN THE FAST EOR WORLD HARVEST
ementary education major.
The rape In the film consisted
of an intoxicated male friend
By going without (bod on November 17rh, I ofrVm my commitment ro o
more equal shoring o( the world's harvest. I pledge t
ro the hunger fund, j taking advantage over his intoxiYes. I would like ro portlclpore In rhe Prayer Service ond Hunger Banquet
I cated female friend at a frateron Ihursdoy, November 17th starring at 5:15 p.m.
I nity party.
As part of the program, memName_
Phone No.
bers of The Link, the Student
Health Center, the Counseling
Addre»_
Center and a professor of human
Send donorlons to STM HARVEST FUND • 425 Ihurstln Ave. • D.G., OH 43402
sexuality attended the presentation and helped answer ques-
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several years, the survey indicates that undergraduates are
paying anywhere from $53 to
$702 more for their education. At
two-year public schools, students
are paying $53 more this year,
students at four-year public institutions are shelling out an
extra $151; students at two-year
private Institutions are paying
$283 more; and students at fouryear private institutions are paying an estimated increase of
$702.
Stewart said as tuition and fees
continue to increase, more students must turn to financial aid
for assistance.
Unfortunately, many students
are finding that the federal grant
programs are failing to keep
pace with rising tuition costs.
The House/Senate education
spending bill for 1995 freezes
funding for many student financial aid programs.
This means that many college
students are borrowing more
money to cover basic education
costs. According to Stewart, borrowing in the Federal Family Education Loans Program Increased by more than 40 percent
in 1993-94 over last year.
"The risk that as the balance
shifts more toward loans and
away from grants, the most disadvantaged students will look to
options other than college," Stewart said. "We have to look hard
at the growing grant-loan imbalance and ask ourselves how
much we can reasonably expect
the poorest students to borrow.

FILM

The BC Ntwi/Jim Mtricsko

REPROgraphics

p.m.
Guests on the program will
include: Bob Wulfhorst, of the
Ohio Department of Agriculture; Richard Clark, of the
Bowling Green chapter of the
Sierra Club; and a representative of the state Environmental Protection Agency.
Also on the program will be
Dr. David Baker of Heidelberg College in Tiffin. Baker
recently prepared a report
criticizing the results of the
"Tap Water Blues" report.
"In no states are herbicides
responsible for even one additional cancer case per year in
the assessed population,"
Baker's report said.
The "Tap Water Blues" report found that five herbicides
- atrazine, cyanazine, simazine, alachlor and metachlor are routinely washed into the
drinking water of communities in America's farm states
every spring and summer.
This increases the cancer
risk for residents in those
communities well beyond federal standards.
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tions at the end.
"What I liked about the film
was the realistic portrayal of the
rape itself," said Molly Laflin, a
professor of human sexuality.
The audience members involved themselves in debate concerning the conviction of the rapist.
"The film was the most powerful when the rapist did not understand and admit even after
his conviction that he had actually committed rape," an audience
member said.
"This is a movie about college,
expressed toward college students," Dlckersin said "This is
why we are showing It to campuses and asking for feedback."
"A Reason to Believe" was filmed in the summer of 1993 In
Ohio. The film has not been
released at this time.
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USAir
defends
records,
training
The Associated Press
ARLINGTON, Va. -- USAir says a report claiming the airline repeatedly
violated federal flight regulations contains false or
misleading statements The
New York Times is standing
by its story.
The Times reported Sunday that the airline has allowed jets to leave gates
without enough fuel at least
nine times and once used a
jet for 13 days despite a
dangerous crack on its wing
flap.
"It is a fair and accurate
story, it speaks for itself,"
said Gene Roberts, the
newspaper's managing editor.
But a statement from the
Arlington-based USAir defended its safety record.
"The Federal Aviation
Administration has kept
USAir under intense scrutiny for almost the past two
years. The FAA knows no
shades of gray when it
comes to safety," a spokesperson for the company
said. "An airline either
operates safely, or it is not
allowed to fly. We operate
safely, and we will continue
to do so."
The Times had noted in
the story that USAir and
federal officials defended
the airline's safety record.
However, the paper said a
two-month study had
revealed numerous safety
and training problems.
In one example, the pilots
of a Washington to Boston
flight didn't check to see if
the plane had enough fuel.
When they were forced to
land at La Guardia Airport
in New York, they lied and
radioed the control tower
that they had to land due to
engine trouble. And, eight
other USAir flights have
left the gate without the
federally required amount
of fuel, The Times reported.
USAir said the emergency landing at La Guardia was the lone instance
where personnel deviated
from established refueling
procedures.
The pilot and first officer
on that flight were suspended without pay for two
months and forced to repeat their training, USAir
spokesman Richard Weintraub said.

Republicans prepare for takeover
By Larry Margasak
The Associated Press

GOP lawmakers make plans for investigations K launched.

WASHINGTON - Armed with
newly won authority to impose
the rules and issue subpoenas,
congressional Republicans are
preparing investigations of the
Clinton administration that will
range from Whitewater to the
White House travel office.
Key Republicans from fiercely
partisan Sen. Alfonse D'Amato to
laid-back intellectual Rep. Jim
Leach are promising to be fair
once they, as the new majority,
inherit the investigative power
early next year.
"Water torture is not in anybody's interest," said Leach of
Iowa, the likely House Banking
Committee chairman who would
preside over that panel's Whitewater investigation. He said
there would be "no element of
mean-spiritedness" in his hearings.
"This will not be a witch hunt,"
promised D'Amato, R-N.V., who
is ready to assume command of
the Senate Banking Committee

and its Whitewater probe.
GOP lawmakers have often accused Democratic committee
chairmen of cooking the rules to
frustrate probes of the administration. It took months of GOP
haranguing to get Democraticrun Whitewater hearings underway this year, and the House
probe limited questioning so severely that a sustained Republican interrogation was impossible.
The investigation of Whitewater is only the most prominent
probe planned for next year.
There also could be Investigations of:
■ The administration's firing
of White House travel office personnel. A Republican report last
month charged that administration officials bent the truth in
their accounts of the firings.
■ The White House's drug control strategy, which, according to
many Republicans, has been severely downgraded since former

proposed that a criminal probe

President Bush left office.
■ The need to reorganize the
executive branch, an inquiry that
could let Republicans steal some
headlines from Vice President Al
Gore's highly publicized reinventing government program.
■ Ties between outgoing Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy and
poultry producer Tyson Foods.
■ Fraud and abuse in the food
stamp program. '
These investigations could be
just the beginning, depending on
which remarks by Rep. Newt Gingrich, the likely incoming
House speaker, represent his
true feelings.
After the Republicans won
election to a majority of seats in
both houses of Congress last
Tuesday, the Georgia lawmaker
said there would be no witch
hunts.
He told lobbyists Oct. 14 that if
the GOP won control of the
House, the party would use subpoena power and create a select

committee on corruption to investigate the administration.
Rep. William F. Clinger Jr.,
R-Pa. expected to become the
new chairman of the House
Government Operations Committee, said there's "always that
danger" of turning a legitimate
investigation into a witch hunt.
"I don't intend to be that kind
of vindictive chairman," he said.
Clinger's panel is the main investigative committee in the
House.
The most high-profile investigation is Whitewater, the
catchall term that refers to
President and Mrs. Clinton's onetime Arkansas land investment;
the failure of an Arkansas savings and loan owned by the Clintons' Whitewater business partner; a Small Business Administration-backed loan that may
have been used improperly for
the Whitewater investment; and
the administration's handling of
Whitewater, once regulators

A criminal investigation is now
underway by an independent
counsel, while another independent counsel is investigating
Espy's receipt of tickets, lodging
and transportation from Tyson
and other firms regulated by the
Department of Agriculture.
D'Amato said that he plans to
hold Whitewater hearings in late
January or early February that
won't interfere with the criminal
probe.
One subject will be the removal of Whitewater documents
from the office of Vincent Foster, after the assistant White
House counsel committed suicide.
Another: the two-week suspension of three regulators who
worked on Whitewater. The suspensions came just after Congress held its first round of
Whitewater hearings.

Physicians give vaccine Social-economic
status
may
create
program mixed reviews
By Lauran Neergaard
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Donna Steed
eagerly awaited the government's new free vaccine program to give her three children
their final shots. But one month,
one loophole and lots of arguing
later, Vaccines for Children
hasn't given her family a single
immunization.
"It's the biggest rigamarole,"
the Greensboro, N.C., mother
contends.
The government insists Steed's
frustration is atypical. But the
program is getting a mixed review - from wary doctors who
won't sign up to one state so satisfied that it's expanding the
program.
"There are still some things to
iron out," acknowledged Dr. David Satcher, director of the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, which runs the program. "But I think we're making
significant progress."
Vaccines for Children is part of
the $500 million Childhood Immunization Initiative to get 90
percent of America's children
properly immunized by age 2.
The initiative aims to educate
parents, teach doctors to identify
unvaccinated children, alleviate
overcrowded public clinics and
research a one-dose vaccine,
a one-page form per patient. Dr.
Kenneth Polin of Chicago said
such programs usually evolve
into "administrative nightmares."
"It's kind of a stupid program,
not attacking the right issue,"
complained Philadelphia Dr.
Fredric Nelson, who contends
public clinics already adequately

handle the demand for free vaccine.
Such comments frustrate
CDC's Satcher, who says his program is but one part of a comprehensive fight against immunization barriers.

pects 1,200 participating doctors'
offices to alleviate overcrowded
public clinics.
"It will relieve pressure on us,"
said Marianne Barclay, a public
health nurse in Arizona, where

"There are still some things to iron out. But I
think we're making significant progress."
Dr. David Satcher
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
He notes that clinics now are
staying open late to help working
parents, that the National Guard
helped vaccination drives in
Michigan, that the Hope for Kids
project educates low-income
parents in Harlem.
He's working on the controversies specific to Vaccines for
Children. CDC is investigating
Steed's problem in North Carolina, Satcher is barnstorming the
country to push the program and
the government may lift the hepatitis B age restriction.
Vaccines for Children, which
began Oct. 1, tackles the costs.
Every impoverished, uninsured,
Indian or Eskimo child gets free
shots from any public clinic and
participating private doctors.
Children whose insurance
doesn't cover vaccines get free
shots at special clinics.
Some states already rate the
program a success. South Carolina is investing $2.5 million in
state funds so 230 private doctors
can vaccinate the underinsured
for free as well.
"We're real enthusiastic," said
Krlstine Smith of New York's
Health Department, which ex-

the program doubled vaccine
funding to $10 million.
But critics say Vaccines for
Children has serious flaws.
Steed wanted her three
underinsured children vaccinated against the liverdestroying hepatitis B virus. But
the program has a loophole:
Funding problems restricted that
vaccine alone to toddlers, even
though hepatitis B threatens
mostly teen-agers, who typically
contract it through needlesharing drug abuse and sexual
contact.
That meant Steed had only one
child eligible for the free shots but she spent October hunting
unsuccessfully for a North Carolina clinic to give them.

high blood pressure
By Lauran Neergaard
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - It's a question that has frustrated doctors
for decades: Why do African
Americans suffer more high
blood pressure, with worse consequences, than whites?
Sociologists said poverty,
geneticists suggested genes, but
all the theories had major flaws.
Now doctors have a new theory:
That a chief culprit is chronic,
physically debilitating stress not
just from poverty but from African-Americans' entire socialeconomic status.
"It's very important research
and it's long overdue," said Dr.
Elijah Saunders of the University
of Maryland, co-founder of the
International Society on Hypertension in Blacks.
High blood pressure, a major
cause of heart disease, strokes
and kidney failure, afflicts about
62 million Americans. It is a huge
health risk for everyone, but
African Americans get hypertension one-third more often
than whites, they get it earlier in
life and they suffer more-severe
health consequences.

The tough part, said Dr. Norman Anderson of Duke University, is proving "how is It that ...
[social-economic status] gets
under the skin?"
Anderson, whose research
prompted the National Institutes
of Health to invest in the theory,
thinks this chronic stress incites
the nervous system to release
strong amounts of a vital brain
hormone called norepinephrine.
That hormone causes the kidneys
to slow their elimination of salt
from the body - and the more sodium in the bloodstream, the
more risk for high blood pressure.
Animal studies proved the
hormone reaction, so Anderson
then studied 26 AfricanAmerican women on strict lowsalt diets, giving them extra Infusions of sodium to measure
their reactions. The higher their
social-economic status, the more
salt they excreted over 24 hours.
"If this holds up, it could partially account for some of the differences in hypertension," Anderson told a recent meeting of
behavioral scientists.

Private doctors can't yet participate in 26 states because they
have no way to get the free vaccine. Drug manufacturers and
Congress killed CDC's plan to deliver that vaccine itself. CDC
now hopes to have manufacturers making those deliveries
by January.
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Bowl committees express
interest in Falconfootball
By Christian Pelusl
The BG News

The BG Nc wi/Ron Weltistr

Sophomore tailback Keylan Cates gets upended by a Chippewa defender and falls head first Into the
endzone. Central Michigan edged the Falcons 36-33 to take the MAC title.

Head coach Gary Blackney's
final press conference of the
year ran the gammit of college
football - alternate bowl possibilities, head coaching rumors, the
Central game in perspective and
next year's season.
Could Bowling Green, with a
9-2 record, past post-season success and growing national respect, receive a bowl bid as an atlarge team?
"At best, it's a long, long, long,
long shot," Blackney said.
Blackney, along with Athletic
Director Ron Zwierlein, chose
not to comment further on a possible bowl position, preferring to
wait and let the weekend games
play out and not jeopardize their
situation.
Zwierlein did acknowledge
that there are a couple of bowl
committees that have expressed
an interest in Bowling Green but
would not elaborate on which
bowls. Possible bowls would be
the Liberty Bowl and the Independence Bowl, both of which invite at-large teams. Most of the
other bowls carry affiliations to
conferences.
As far as the Falcons being
worthy of post-season consideration, Blackney believes his team
compares equally to some of the
other schools in competition for
the bowl slots.
"I think we're probably as good
a football team as what they are
going to get in there. That's just
my opinion. [Bowls] don't always
take the best teams," Blackney
said.
Blackney also denied having
any contact with any other universities about taking over their
head coaching duties.
Blackney has been rumored as
a potential candidate for the vacancy at Michigan State and for
the Ohio State program, where
head coach John Cooper has been

Baseball owners to offer new deal
By Chris Sheridan
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Baseball owners
are putting together a new collective bargaining proposal, their
first offer since June 14.
Whether or not it includes a
salary cap is the big question.
"I'm not going to talk about it,"
owners negotiator Richard Ravitch said Sunday night, one day
after three days of talks between
the two sides ended at a conference center in Rye Brook, 25
miles north of Manhattan.
"All I'll say is I'm delighted
we're working to get ready for
Thursday," said Ravitch, who
was supplanted by Red Sox chief
executive officer John Harrington as the owners' chief negotiator on the first day of renewed
talks last Thursday.

The new proposal will be unveiled Thursday when the
owners and players resume talks
near Dulles Airport in Washington under the guidance of mediator W.J. Usery.
"We discussed it in (Rye
Brook), and we'll discuss it again
Wednesday in committee," Ravitch said.
Harrington was working on details of the new proposal Sunday
night and didn't return phone
calls.
On Saturday, union head Donald Fehr said owners should
know what the players are willing to agree to.
"A salary cap is not something
the players are much interested
in," he said.
That has been the union's
stance all along - it forced the
strike Aug. 14 that led to the can-

cellation of the rest of the season
and the World Series - and
player reps Brett Butler and Kevin Brown stuck publicly to the
party line at the talks in Rye
Brook.
Management's new proposal
could center around the "luxury
tax" concept discussed in the last
round of talks in early September. At that time, union officials
met with Harrington and Colorado Rockies chairman Jerry
McMorris. Those discussions
ended Sept. 9, when owners rejected the offer and didn't
counter it.

distributed to the small-market
teams.
However, teams wanted a tax
high enough to slow the escalation of player salaries.

The union's proposal was for a
revenue tax of about 1.6 percent
on the 16 top clubs by revenue
and a payroll tax of about 1.6
percent on the top 16 clubs by
salary. That money would be re-

"He's very aggressive, very
determined," acting commissioer Bud Selig said Saturday. "A
great level of intensity. You can
see now why he's as successful as
he Is."

If owners do in fact make a
proposal on a tax plan, it would
presumably be with a rate that
the union would feel was much
too high. Usery, given his style,
probably would then try to get
players to raise the percentage
they would agree to. In that
method, he would attempt to
force both sides to a middle
number.

under heavy fire from media and
fans.
Looking back on the loss to
CMU, Blackney finds a little bit
of solace.
"The one thing I was able to
build on is the way our team
fought and continued to fight and
never gave up. Even until the
final onside kick, our kids were
going after the ball. Even when [
Central] was running the clock
out, our kids were slapping the
ball, fighting, trying to get the
ball...they never quit."
With nine defensive starters
returning and seven starters on
offense coming back, Blackney
admits to having plenty to look
forward to.
"It gives me a lot of enthusiasm. Our defense wasnt on
the field for 14 of Central's points
[fake punt for TD, interception
for TD]. Take away the fake punt
and we're the best defense in the
conference."
Included in the seven starters
on offense are "two of the best
running backs in the conference,
the best quarterback in the conference and the best tight end,"
Blackney said.

is the chore that Blackney faces
in the off-season, with the wide
receiver position being the most
pressing need.
Ohio State transfer Eric Stark
and possibly backup quarterback
Mark Dunaway will look to bolster the Falcon receiving corps
along with sophomores Duan'te
Anderson, Jamaine Williams and
red-shirt freshman Justin
Moody. Of the last three, only
Williams made a reception this
year - one catch for 8 yards.
Blackney is discussing the receiving idea with Dunaway. He
would still run the short yardage
offense.

** *
Quarterback Ryan Henry had
been playing with a congenital
disk problem in his back for most
of the season. Blackney could not
confirm that the disks are herniated or if surgery will be prescribed but said it is a possibility.

"Injuries are a part of the
game and should never and will
never be used as an excuse by
me, but Ryan Henry in the last
The replacing of several key two games was in tremendous
seniors such as Vince Palko, pain. He would never use it as an
Ronnie Redd, Rameir Martin, Ja- excuse either...it's more of an
son Peters and Charlie Williams explanation."

Future is bright for
cross country clubs
By Scolt Brown
The BG News

points, followed by Wisconsin
(54) and Illinois (128). Wisconsin
and Michigan qualified both of
Steve Price was somewhat dis- their teams for the NCAA meet,
appointed, but Sid Sink was while Illinois awaits a possible atelated after the cross country large bid.
teams competed in the NCAA
Bowling Green was second
qualifying meet at Purdue Uni- among MAC schools as Ohio finversity Saturday. Both coaches, ished ninth in the meet.
however, are already excited
The men did not run a full time
about next season.
at the meet. Tim Arndt, Jason SaAlthough Price had hoped the lak and Rob Bowman were the
women would improve on last only Falcons to compete, but
year's 10th-place showing, they Arndt and Salak each turned in
took 12th place at the meet. career-best performances.
Tracy Losi posted her best time
"Our guys, especially Tim and
of the year at 18:02 but failed to Jason, ran extremely well," Sink
qualify for the NCAA meet in said. "Tim missed getting on the
Fayetteville, Ark., Nov. 21.
All-District team by three races.
"I'm a little disappointed," They did a good job. This is a
Price said. "I hope that we could great way to close out the season.
have improved on last year, but Now we have some momentum
we just couldn't do it Saturday. for next season."
But the positive thing is that we
Arndt ran the 10K course in
ran all underclassmen. All of 31:59, beating his previous best
these girls will be back next by nearly two minutes. His
year."
33rd-place finish was just three
Losi's 21st-place finish was places off of All-District honors.
good enough to earn her AllSalak finished in 33:32, a perDistrict honors, which were han- sonal best for 58th place overall.
ded out to the top 25 finishers in Bowman came in 117th with a
the race. She was followed by time of 3323.
Wisconsin won the men's meet
Laura Hall (41st place, time of
18:27), Kristin Gaddis (60th, with 33 points, followed by Mich18:46), Renee Strayer (103rd, igan with 55 points. Wisconsin
19:17) and Beth Staszak (108th, and Michigan received automatic
19:20).
bids to the NCAA meet, while NoMichigan was the women's tre Dame's third-place showing
champion with a total of 32 may be good for an at-large bid.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL PREVIEW TOMORROW AT ANDERSON ARENA!
VS. LATVIA NATIONAL TEAM...WOMEN 5:45 P.M., MEN 8:00 P.M.
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Society of Professional Journalists

Foilage Plant
Inventory Reduction
to make room for poinsettias

40% OFF
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m
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ALL FOILAGE PLANT*.
4" TO 10" POTS INCLUDING CACTUS

Tickets will be on sale
Friday, November 11 through
Wednesday, November 16
at the BG News Office: 210 West
Hall. For more information contact
Leah or Julie at 372-6966.

Sponsored by:
Kinko's, Ben Franklin, Subway, Finders,
SBX, University Bookstore, Downtown,
Cosmos, Pizza Hut, McDonalds
A ,v -. ^
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LAUGH AWAY!

Cost: 50<- or 3/S1.00

Drawings will take place Thursday,
November 17 at noon at the BG News.

A vanery of plants ava aDie Including palms, anffurhjms. Cnlnasa
evergreens, oeace Hiiei. senafflaras, colon. Ileus traas.
dltfenDacnlas. lam oaskats.j
DaiWIs.
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BRAD LOWERY
(comedian)
8PM, NOVEMBER 15, IN THE GALLEY!
k
FREE & OPEN TO ALL!
call 2-7164 or 2-2343
for more information
u/^/
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Houston sends Par dee packing Kings' president
The Associated Press
HOUSTON - The Houston
Oilers, whose 1-9 record is the
worst in the NFL, today fired
coach Jack Pardee and assistant
coach Kevin Gilbride, a Houston
radio station reported.
KTRH, the station for the
Oilers radio broadcasts, said
Pardee would be replaced by Jeff
Fisher, the team's defensive coordinator.
Two security guards kept reporters from entering the team's
training facility.
Pardee and Gilbride, who was
in charge of the offense, had
been under fire since the start of
the season for the team's woeful
performance.
The Oilers lost at Cincinnati
34-31 Sunday. Both teams en-

tered the game with 1 -8 records.
Pardee was in the final year of
a five-year contract. In the previous four seasons, the Oilers
made the NFL playoffs but failed
to get past the first round. Last
year, the team started 1-4 but
reeled off 11 straight victories to
finish 12-4 and win the AFC Central Division title.
During the offseason, however,
the Oilers lost defensive linemen
William Fuller and Scan Jones to
free agency. They also could not
reach a new deal with quarterback Warren Moon, who went to
Minnesota for a fourth-round
draft pick.
Pardee and Gilbride were the
APpholo/DuvcF.lmcl
architects of the team's run an.I
shoot offense, which has floun- Houston head coach Jack Pardee reacts to a touchdown by Cincinnati
dered with the departure of during the Bengals' victory on Sunday. Pardee was fired by the Oilers
Moon.
on Monday.

Trent looks to terrify MAC again
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The bad news just
gets worse for Ohio University's
opponents. First, Gary Trent is
back. Second, he might be better.
That's hard to fathom, since
the 6-foot-8 muscleman averaged
25.4 points and 11.4 rebounds a
game last season. Twice in his
two seasons he has been the MidAmerican Conference player of
the year. After deciding to return
for his junior year rather than
turn pro, he said he is an improved package.
"I'm smarter on the floor, more
fluid with my ball-handling, and
my outside shot has been falling
more," the junior from Columbus
said during the MAC preseason
meetings. "I feel more comfortable in the paint."

If Trent is as good at sizing up
his improvement as he is at finding a way through the tangle of
arms that try to guard him, that
is certainly not good news for the
coaches around the conference.
They were having difficulty handling the "old" Trent.
"With a player like Trent, you
hop on his coattails. They don't
happen very often," Bowling
Green coach Jim Larranaga said.
To be honest, Trent also sees
himself as better than anyone
else he plays. Asked last spring
by a reporter if Ball State's Steve
Payne could match up with him,
Trent bristled and said: "If he
can, then why is it every time we
play Ball State, I'm doubleand
triple-teamed?"
Trent's pride will not let him
admit he has an equal. Labels
also bother him.

An example: "You know what I
tell the coaches all the time? All
the publications have me at
power forward, power forward.
But I'm what they would call a
small forward in the NBA. So I
always tell the coaches I'm a
small forward with a lot of
power."
Or the label that he dominates
only because he plays in an inferior league.
"It depends on who says it. If
it's a fan who says it, then I just
think to myself, yeah, but you'd
like to be in my shoes," he said.
Nor is he content just to have
another blockbuster year. There
is always room for improvement,
of his own gaudy stats or Ohio
U.'s 25-8 record and NCAA tournament appearance.
"I always say I like to exceed
expectations. Everyone expects

us to win the MAC and go to the
NCAA. But I want to win the
MAC by three or four games; I
don't want to just win it by a
game. I want to return to the
NCAA tournament and win three
or four games, or the whole
thing. I don't just want to meet
expectations," he said.
Trent's coach, Larry Hunter,
seldom mentions his star's talent
before talking about his work
ethic. It's a recurring theme for a
kid from a rough neighborhood
who was overlooked because of
his grades and because he was a
6-6 center in high school.
"I don't think anyone saw the
way this is unfolding," Hunter
said. "We saw his great athleticism. But we also saw he had
some baggage."
A key, Hunter said, is Trent
"reshaped his body."

to face charges
ByJohnNadel
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Federal
prosecutors today filed criminal charges against Los Angeles Kings president Bruce
McNall, ending a lengthy bank
fraud investigation.
Peter Spivack, an assistant
U.S. attorney, said McNall was
charged with one count of
conspiracy, two counts of
bank fraud and one count of
wire fraud.
McNall allegedly defrauded
several banks of nearly $236
million during a 10-year
period.
McNall is scheduled for arraignment Nov. 28 before a
U.S. magistrate. If convicted
of all charges, he faces a maximum penalty of 45 years in
prison and a fine of at least
$1.75 million, Spivack said,
adding that the fine could be
much greater.
"We expect him to plead
guilty to the counts charged in
the information," Spivack
said. "Mr. McNall is the primary beneficiary of essentially what was a decade-long
bank scheme and we believe
he was the primary motivator
and leader.
'What he's charged with is
knowingly committing bank
fraud, and that means acts
that he was fully aware of and
that he was aware were completely against the law."
About a potential prison
term, Spivack said. "That is
not something I can comment
on at this point, mainly because I don't know. What it
will be primarily dependant on

is the amount cf money the
banks lost. That's the major
factor that will be determinative under the federal
sentencing guidelines."
McNall, 44, has not spoken
publicly about his legal problems. He was sole owner of the
Kings from March 1988, when
he bought the team from Dr.
Jerry Buss for about $20 mil-

"We expect him to
plead guilty to the
counts charged in
the information."
Peter Spivack
assistant U.S. attorney
lion, until May.
At that time, McNall was
forced to sell a 72 percent interest to investors Jeffrey Sudikoff and Joseph Cohen because of financial problems
that eventually led to his filing
for protection from creditors
in U.S. Bankruptcy Court.
McNall resigned his position
as chairman of the NHL's
Board of Governors shortly
before selling the majority interest in the Kings, saying he
was doing so "in the best interests of hockey."
It also has been reported he
will step down as president
and governor of the team. A
spokesman said today there
was no immediate announcement on the matter.
Five others have been
charged in the bank loan fraud.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY vs. WESTERN MICHIGAN- SATURDAY 7 P.M.
Just present your valid student LD. at the door for EASY ADMISSION.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Last Week for Senior Portaits
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Couples, Love make a great pairEastern outlasts
fledgling Falcons
The Associaiecd Press

DORADO, Puerto Rico -- Fred
Couples and Davis Love III like
playing together as a team.
After winning the World Cup of
Golf for a third time, they said
they plan to do it again - and not
just in the next World Cup, which
will be played in China.
"Davis and I complement each

Fred Couples, left, and teammate
Puerto Rico.

Both said they would also be der-par to raise their record total
willing to team up again for the to 40-under ~ 14 strokes better
team challenge Issued earlier than Zimbabwe.
Their winning margin tied a
this year by Greg Norman and
record set by Americans Sam The BC News
Nick Price.
"Davis and I wouldn't be afraid Snead and Ben Hogan in 1956.
Heading into Saturday's match
of anybody," Couples said. "If Couples' individual score of
they call, we won't turn it down." 23-under par set a new tourna- against Eastern Michigan the
men's swimming team didn't
Couples and Love made it a re- ment mark.
"The course had a lot to do with seem to stand much of a chance.
cord-setting three World Cup tiThe Falcons, however, put
tles in a row Sunday, going 6-un- it, but Davis and I just fed off of
one another this week," said forth a strong
Couples, whose 72 holes included effort against
26 birdies, an eagle, three bogeys the Eagles and a double bogey. "We didn't - who have
■Mutton any of the records to dominated the
each other. We had said before Mid-American
the tournament began that we Conference
would just go out and have fun over the last 15
and let the rest take care of it- years - before
eventually fall■elf."
After Friday's second round, ing 143-100.
While EMU
the outcome was all but assured.
"That was the key, getting such has a strong team back this year
a commanding lead so early," and will definitely be in the hunt
Love said. "We knew we needed for the conference title, BG is in
just solid rounds and no one the process of rebuilding its
squad. In fact, the freshmancould catch us."
The Americans moved from laden team doesn't even have a
12- to 27-under Friday as Couples senior on the roster.
"It was really a good match for
shot 63 and Love 66 to open a
13-stroke lead. They went 7-un- us because the younger swimder-par Saturday and 6-under mers got an early chance to see
what the top competition is like,"
Sunday.
Zimbabwe's Mark McNulty junior co-captain J.T. Neuffer
and Tony Johnstone, who began said. "The older swimmers are
AP photo/Juan Rlvu the day nine strokes behind the trying to set an example, and
Davis Love III congratulate each other on their World Cup win In
Americana, played themselves | they're following it. We just have
to go out and work hard in every
out of contention by the turn.
Couples and Love simply practice and keep working to get
better."
coasted from there.
"It really gives you a lot of
Zimbabwe finished at 26-under-par, a stroke ahead of the confidence when you swim well
Swedish team of Jesper Parnevik against a strong team like
Eastern," Tom Stoltz said. "It's a
and Joakim Haeggman.
other so well," Couples said.
Well enough to play together in
the Ryder Cup?
"I know they don't want us
playing alternate shots together
because of our similar styles,"
Couples said. "But I don't know
why we haven't been paired
together in best-ball. It seems
like we would make a pretty good
combination there."

USC coach calls it quits
By Ken Peters
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - George
Raveling, Southern Cal's basketball coach for eight seasons, ended his 22-year coaching career
today when he retired because of
injuries in a near-fatal car crash
seven weeks ago. The Associated
Press learned.
Southern Cal planned to make
the announcement at a 4 p.m.
EST news conference. According
to people who have talked to
Raveling, he plans to stay in the
sport as a broadcaster.

Raveling was released from
the hospital Nov. 8 after spending more than six weeks there,
including 10 days in intensive
care.
The 57-year-old Raveling sustained nine broken ribs, a fractured pelvis and clavicle, and a
collapsed lung in the accident
near the Southern Cal campus on
Sept. 25. He was on his way to a
hotel to take a recruit to breakfast with his assistant coaches.
When Raveling left the hospital, he said "I'm looking forward
to getting back to a normal life,
but at the same time, I must be

disciplined enough not to rush
back too quickly because if I do,
I'm going to be right back in the
hospital again," Raveling said.
Assistant coaches Charlie Parker and Jack Fertig have handled
the coaching chores in Raveling's
absence.
There was no immediate announcement on Raveling's successor.
The Trojans open their season
Wednesday against New Mexico
State in the preseason NIT.
Raveling spent 10 days in intensive care because of complications from the collapsed lung.

Nov. 12. The key date in "The
Weekend of my Discontent."
With Bowling Green football and
hockey teams going up against
the cream of the crop in each respective sport, this day had the
makings of one of the most successful athletic weekends in
quite some time for the Jewel of
Northwest Ohio, commonly referred to as BG.
But as we all painfully viewed,
the football Falcons were undone
by the improvisational 72-yard
waddle by Central Michigan's
punter, Craig Fischer. After the
Chippewas victory, I went to
cover the BG-Mlchigan hockey
contest, where the Wolverines
exploded for four goals in the
third period to put away the Falcons, 7-3.
How can a normally pessimistic and more-often-than not sarcastic sports journalist find the
silver lining in the proverbial
rain cloud of athletic losses
blown down by the teams from
the state of Michigan? He looks
to the holidays.
That's right. Thanksgiving.
Every team loses games. It just
happens these were pretty important games, and normally I
would take the dark side to these
disappointments, but since
Thanksgiving is around the corner, I'm going to change my
spots, so to speak, for one column.
Thanksgiving is a holiday in
which every religion, race and
sex enjoys. The turkey could be
dry as Chris Collinsworth's sense
of humor, the stuffing could be as
hard as Jimmy Johnson's hair
and the potatoes could be as lumpy as William Perry with his
shirt off and it still wouldn't ruin

Towers West
Chicago Style
Rack O'Ribs
Dinner
.. JncludM baked potato or tator baby
Met, tooted oalad a frooh bakod

/iRTQiRVED

$9.95

lime: lO.-OQzm - 3:00pm
Dates: 11/14 ■ 11/16/94
'Deposit: $25.00

Stoltz paced the Falcons
efforts by capturing the 500 and
100-yard freestyle events.
"I think that one of the
stronger areas of the team is the
fact that we have some strong
people in the freestyle," Stoltz
said. "Everybody on the team,
though, is working hard, and
every meet we want to swim as
fast as we can."
The women's team also had a
solid meet in its 158-142 loss to
the Eagles.
Both squads will be back in action at Cooper Pool this weekend
when they host Wright State Friday and Kenyon Saturday.

my Thanksgiving. It's all about
■ Keith Olbermann and Dan
being there for with friends and Patrick of ESPN, who are a
family, appreciating what you sportswriter's staple along with
have, realizing what and who you Mr. Spot's Philly steaks, USA Tolove.
day and the occasional ale.
As usual, the sporting world
■ The NHL for ensuring that
mirrors reality in that we can Mario Lemieux will not miss a
thank many people for who they single game during his one-year
are and what they do, and scratch retirement.
your head at those who defy de■ The University of Chicago
scription and open themselves to, environment for making my
my favorite, criticism.
coverage of Bowling Green
hockey not just a job but an adventure. An adventure in survival.
■ James Worthy and Grant
Hill. As "Big Game James"
leaves basketball as one of the
greatest small forwards of all
time and bringing a close to
Showtime in L.A., Hill is quickly
establishing himself as the
newest force from the state of
North Carolina.
And as for the rest, thanks to...
■ Dennis Rodman for acting as
old as his number, 10. "The
Worm"is about as mentally stable as Dennis Hopper in the Nike
ads. Kudos to the Spurs for not
babying the child and suspending
So without further ado, spread him.
■ Michigan State for being the
your napkin on your lap and dig
in.
example of how not to handle a
Thanks to...
coaching change. The boarish
■ Gary Blackney and the Fal- manner in which ex-head coach
cons for another great season. George Perles was treated was
Even though the team is not trav- horrible. When the president,
eling to Las Vegas, BG football athletic director and coach are
took another step to being ac- all on different pages, successful
knowledged as a legitimate foot- programs are hard to create.
■ Baseball and its strike for
ball power.
■ Buddy Powers and the reminding me why children are
hockey team for bringing the turning away from the national
program back where it belongs. pastime and moving toward
After a few seasons of unFalcon- sports that are actually decided
like hockey, BG is once again on the field rather than in arbibuilding toward the nation's elite. tration hearings and court rooms.
Much of the credit should go to
■ College football writers.
Powers, a no-nonsense hockey They have dictated by their votcoach who has the team's respect ing that not only do you have to
and it shows.
go the season undefeated to be
■ The NBA for accomplishing No. 1, you also have to humiliate
the easy task of actually playing the opposing team and keep your
a season. ESPN was starting to first tearners in the entire game
look like CSPAN with all of the in order to stay No. 1. Penn State
refuses to play that way.
Senate hearings and labor talks.

CZ? hristian
Pelusi

pisnNcuo's
0pm Wrohd.iys.it -1 p m

Open .it Lunch Fn S.it & Sun

203 N. Moin, fl.G.

352-5166

I CUT* MVI MO FOR PBANEUO'l Ml HOA*

1 Small
1-ltem
i
■ Pizza

<PCace: University bookstore,

ininnini
-r. n c\ r\

"I have a lot of confidence in
my teammates," Neuffer said.
"They're young and inexperienced, but they have the potential
of getting better each week. "It's
still too early to tell how the rest
of the season is going to go,
though, because we are young.
Really, we're just looking at each
meet as a stepping stone that will
help us improve."

Thanksgiving provides time
to show gratitude for sports

Escape the ordinary with...

• Connor be used
for the pixchose
of Textbooks or
Sole Items

good beginning for us."
While the final score of the
meet might have been closer
than most people expected,
Neuffer said that he knew that
the team was capable of battling
the top team in the MAC.

Mon., Tues., Wed.:
Nov. 14,15 & 16
Towere Wool Roiteurant
McDonald Dining Center
MonO.y-FnC.,4 3500

c*. taHH 9mm * cwntum »o

Only $j
I«»J

\t&£Not valid with any other offers I
pg8*9,k* FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166!
OKKfi St* I E> Hn> 50<
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ADD BREADSTICKS! ONLY$1.95
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Between a Rock and a
Hard Place?
Op! lor ihe Rock!

Complete your foreign
language requirement In
only 8 waeks'H
Participate m the AYA program m
Spam this summer & complete
101,102, 201 A 202 during June
and July. Hear aboul ihe program
from students who've been there.
Information nights this week:

Chrynlhv...
a weekend to anchor you in God's love.
More mlo. call {419)422.4845- Findlay

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
This Wednesday at 9:00
101 BAA
ALL WELCOME!

"'Into the Streets"*
Hey. everyone I Were ai ii again!
Our next meeong is Wed. Nov. 16
ai 9 00pm m 105 BA. Lei's get
excited lor the rest ol the year and
plan lots of ending things 10 do>
See you there! Bring Ideas'
•"No the Streets'"
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS:
There will be an informal meeting on Wed..
Nov I6that 800 pm m BA 114 Come network
with representatives from E & J Gailo Winery
and |0in us at Myle's Pizza following the meeting too1

E xpenence a totally different world'
VIRTUAL REALITY is backl
computer generated sights & sounds replace
your viewof the world'
fit's tnteioo')
come 10 the COMMUNITY SUITE OF THE
UNION
3rd floor
NOV.15FROM10AM-4PM
to experience a stereoscopic 3-D adventure1
call 2-2343 for more info
sponsored by UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
NEED INSURANCE? LOW RATES
CALL FOR FREE OUOTE
CALL 372-5378
ASK FOR PATRICK
Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy lesls,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354HOPE.
Word Processing - Resumes, term papers,
thesis, dissertations on laser primer.

Call 352-6705 (9-9).

PERSONALS

Proceeds to Benefit Project Search.
Bloodmobile is here!!!
Bloodmobile is here!!!
Come give your blood in
the NE. Commons from 10:30-4.30
Papa John's Pizzawiil be
donatmg o-zza all week'
Call 352-4575 for an appointment!

LISTEN TO WINI

Meeting tonight at 8 30
■n305Moseiey

Listen to WFAL for your
chance to win tickets to
see OVER THE RHINEm Toledo'

Come Celebrate!!!

WFAL AM 680

WITH THE BESTCLUBIN
THE NATION!!!
MEN'S CHORUS
Collego Republicans
9pm 112 BA Tonight

CSO
trip to Cleveland
to see Gen. Collin Powell
call Zach ©354-3434
Be a positive part of our campus and
join STEP 11ll Applications now available
in 310 Student Services. Deadline Nov. 22
Call 2-2130.
Bnng your Inends A enjoy BG's only fireside
dinmgi Daly Buffet 11-9. Home ol BG's Best
Breadsncks VOTED Wood Co Best Soup a
Salad'Pagiiars. 945 S. Mam-352-7571

BKBoneMBash
WED. 47 at the
Burger King on E Wooster
Eat at BK and support

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AIDAVAIIABLE
Informational Mooiing
Tuesday. November 15. 1994.8 30pm
1000BABIdg
"Was a Me changing experience'"
Cezar Olivoira, MBA student
For more into, call
Ed Miller 372 8198 or 353 3172
Dr. Chittlo 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU

Don't Miss OUTI
The best time to get your
llu shot is NOW!
Slop by the BGSU Health Center
AnyDmeMon. -Ffi.
8:30am-l 1:30am or 1:30pm-3pm
Cost: S3 00 student
(7.00 staff

MEN'S CHORUS

O0SN ODSN ODSN
Mooting
7pm 4000 BAA
Nov. 16!h
New Job Listings!
See you there*
Study At
BGSU IN FRANCE
Interest Meeting Tun. Nov. 15
8PM French House

FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST
Join us in taking action agamst HUNGER &
POVERTY thru the annual FAST FOR A
WORLD HARVEST CAMPAIGN. Donations
collected in the Union Oval all week, 1iam i 3pm. Skip a meal and donate the money lo
Harvest Fund. Day of fast-ng: Nov. 17.
GUAMWOODSTOCKER
seeks grad. student "SEAN"
from Cincinnati. Lost you at
Woodstock. Continue BORA BORA.
Please write:
Cindy
P.O. 80126377
GMF. GUAM. 96921

The Democratic Party
is alive & well on CAMPUS!
9 of 13 Democratic Candidates
earned campus in last Tuesday's election.

LISTEN TO WINI

ComeFindOutWhy

Li sten to WFAL for your
chance lo win tickets to
see OVER THE RHINEm Toledo!

BGSU. COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
9p.m. Rm. 116 B.A.
WBGU-FM
A mandatory Staff MEETING will
be held Wed.. Nov. 16,1994
at 9:00 pm in 121 West Hall.
Applications for Spring "95 will
be made available.
WBGU-FM

CITY EVENTS

tHfttUJL Si*
ftlNt Til 1UW*^

Baseball Card Show
Pemberville American Legion Hall
Sunday. Nov. 20,10.00 - 4:00
Free Admission

46 NORTH MAIN BOWLING GREEN

WFAL AM 660
M.T.MUGGS
Mon: All U Can Eat Spaghetti w/ garlic toast.

13.99
Tues:25centTacos
Wed: Pizza and Pitcher $5 00
Thurs: Soup & Sub S3 95Fn: 25 cent hotdogs.
2 slices of p 2 za 50 cents
Sal: Lasagna w/garlic toast or salad $4.50
Sun: Steak Special $7.00
M.T.MUGGS

MEN'S CHORUS
BK Benefit Bash
WED. 4-7 at the
Burger King on E. Wooster
Eat at BK and support
MEN'S CHORUS

Wc offer:
•
Competitive earnings
•
Resume building management experience
•
Comprehensive training program
•
Possible Internships for related majors
•
Excellent advancement opportunities

POVERTY AND HUNGERIT CANT GO ON LIKE THIS
Join us Thursday, Nov. 17
5:15 Interdenominational Prayer Service
6:00 Hunger Banquet
St Thomas More Parish, 425 Thursfin
RSVP 352-7555

Qualified applicants will possess the following:
•
One year previous painting experience
•
Strong interpersonal skills
•
Demonstrable Icader^up abilities

STEP 1 may be the student group for youl
Applications available in 310 Student Services.
Deadline is November 22. Call 2-2130 tor
INFO

•

Previous supervisory experience helpful

For more information phone 1 -800-775-4745 or
forward resume to:
28115 Little Mack
St. Clair Shores. MI 48081

AVP
ARTHUR VICTOR PAIOTING, INC.

WHAT'S A HUNGER BANOUET?
A Hunger Banquet is a dramatization of tie
inequitable distribution ol resources around tie
globe. Join us at St. Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstin. 6:00 pm Thurs.. Nov. 17. RSVP
352-7555
Would you like lo spend your Spring Break
In New York City lo learn aboul poverty and
racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studies. For information call
Bill Thompson at UCF Center - 352-7534.
The cost is only Si 75 for food, lodging and
transportation

j 3 FREE

|j

I Bagels with purchase ■ H
I
of dozen
1 I

I
I

II
exp. 11-24-94 BGcc
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King we Sealy no motion deluxe waterbed
with heater ft frame. 2 yrs. old. wrlitetime warran^ $300 060. 823-3033 before 9pm.
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chr.s at 600 289 5685
Suspended 2 bed lot for sals.
Dark green w'pamted daisy flowers.
Great for any dorm room
Lots of personality. Call 353-1337.

1

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
Gain valuable PR/Journalism experience
working m BG schools CaH Gary Evans at
352-3576 ext 310 for more information

2-4 subleasers needed"
2 bdrm. apartment. Lots of space
Near campus, available tor summer.
$420/mo .gas. Call354-1145
Leave message.

$200 OBO

Job Available
Looking for experienced Macmtosh-onented
person seeking to work wiih a growing interactive training company. You need to be proficient with rjataoas>ng concepts and want the
opportunity to join an active creative team by
organizing grapn.es. video and other production elements lor a large-scale mieractive
project involving a Fortune 500 campnay
Send res-mo to

Desperately needed1
3 tickets lo Dec. Graduation.
Will pay Si0each

FOR RENT
i bdrm Apt Spnng Semester.
$32Sfmo Close to campus.
A/C. FREE HEAT.352-1564.
3530325' Carry Rentals
Subleas-ng available 2nd Semester
Close to campus. Call today1

151 N Michigan Suite 22S
Toledo. OH 43624
Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management experience next
summer Earn $6.000-$i0,000 per summer.
The early bird gets the worm. 1-800- 887-196Q_

Ca'ty Rentals * Houses ft Apt. Listings
Now available 'or school year 95-96
Call 353 0325 or pick up listing
at of ice 3*6 E Merry #3

SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS

Female Subleaser Needed
For Spring Semester
Female Roommate
Clean ft Quiet

Studeni Painters is looking lor Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business. Gam valuable expenence,
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder Average summer earnings between $8,000-10.000 Management positions
available in all Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canion For additional information call Man
Scherer g 1 800-543 3792

Close lo Campus
Call ASAP
352-9257 ask for Emily
Female Subleaser For Spr. 95
Very close lo campus.
Low rent
Call ASAP 352-2137

Tutor Wanted Immediately for Organic Chemistry 306 Mon. thru Thurs. 1 hour in evenings.
$5jrir Must be qualified.
Call Scon ai 354-7400

Help1 I'm transferring
and I need 1-2 people
10 live with my
wonderful roommates.

Rmte needed for a i bedrm. 7ih & S. College
apt Will share room wother male. Split utl.
Call Chris or leave message-: 372-1913.
Sub'easer needed, male Si 75 ♦ uM.
Across from Kohl Hall 353-0136
Ask lor Jefl Green.
Subleaser needed for Spring ft Summer '95
•$280.00 mon. ♦ ubl.
•Furnished efioency
-across from campus
Ifinterested. call 354-0157

SUBLEASERS NEEDED:
FOR SPRING SEM. 95
2 PERSON APT. CLOSE TOCAMPUS
300'MO UTILITIES INC. CALL 354-8090

'fY/

Graphic Design &
VCT majors:

Get practical hands-on
experience working for
BGSU's Student
Publications!

FOR SALE

Females. Please Call
352-2398

#1 Awesome!
Spnng Break Early Specials! Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bars $129' Daytona (Kitchens) $159! Cocoa
Beaci-$i59'KeyWest$229M-e0O-67B-6386
•1 Awesome Spring Break'
Early Sign-up Specials* Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279< Includes 12 Meals ft 6 Parties'
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1-800-6786386
• FOR SALE •
-FENDER STRAT. W/CASE $300
-TAKAMINE 6-STRING ACOUSTIC.
W/CASE $350.
-CHARVEL W/FLOYD ROSE AND EMG
HUMBUCKER$250
•VINTAGE FENDER AMP 100 WATTS $200
-ADAMP-1 TUBE PREAMP$400
CALL SHANE 372 4581

Applications now
being accepted for
Spring '95. Visit the
Student Employment
Office, 450 Student
Services Bldg. for
job requirements,
etc.
VCT full-time
co-ops available!
Act NOW!

HELP WANTED
$1500 wkly. mailing our circulars!
No experience required' Begm Now1

For info, call 202-296-6935.
* Toledo Account Executive *
The BG News is looking to hire
a Toledo Account Executive. This
person would be responsible to:
'Cultivate New Accounts
'Helping service ensiling accounts
'Set A reach monthly goals
'Work 20hrs a week
You must be a hard working, enthusiastic individual who wants to GET A HEAD START!
Musi have own car & flexible dass schedule
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING"
EARN BIG $$$ ♦ FREE TRAVEL!
(Caribbean. Europe, etc') No Exper. Nee. Staff
needed for busy Hot'day/Spri no/Summer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide.
(9l9)929-4398EXT C3039

GREENWOOD Topload Price
Now 650 p^flfD
COIN
LAUNDRY
353-SUDS
1616 E. Wooster
Across From Chi-Chi's

We're

ATTENTION CS MIS MAJORS Interested In
Columbus area co-ops. Sign up deadline
for Nationwide'^ Summer 1995 Internship la
November 22. Also CompuServe needs
students lor 1995 positions. Call 372-2451
or stop by the Co-op Oltice in 238 Admin iaI rat Ion.

ays
Beyond

Join ihe fight for a cleaner environment. No
sales, no gimmicks. Part-time 4 - 10pm, M - F
$2S0/wk, 241-7674 for interview.

Need experience in public relations, advertising or teaching? STEP 1 n for YOUI Applications available in 310 Student Servces. Deadline is November 22. Ca» 2-2130.

FOR SALE SPINET CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible parry to make low
monthly payments. See locally.
Call 1-800-327-3345

International Management Consulting Company needs someore to sel appointments for
Senior Business ana'ysts PayiS6.0Q/rv plus
performance bonus Person can set own hours
between 8 00am to 5 00pm. Please call
352-6531 to set appointment for interview

II you're not part of the solution.
YOU'RE PART OF THE PROBLEM

ARTHUR VICTUI PAINTING. INC.

For Sale: Gememhardt flute $250.
Armsuong Piccalo $275 Good ConditionMusi sell Call Debbie 354-5612.

GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking for an Account Executive from Jan '95-Dec '95.
•Work 20n'S/wk
'Sell and Service own Account list
'Avrg. S400AM commission
'Make valuable contacts in the field
'Greater employment potential
after graduation.
Must be: Sae oriented, dedicated, easy go-ng
and have a desire to leam Must have own car
Call 372-2606 for more details or slop by 204
W. Hal' for an application

CAMPAIGN STAFF

BRANCH MANAGER
a leading residential
painting cootyaoy seeks results oriaited |
individuals for summev *95 positions □
Cmcmnali, Columbus, Akron, aad Dayton.

2 sublease's needed for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom apartment dose to campus
Call 353-5072

Female Subleaser
For Fox Run Apis.
Nonsmoking. 352-0706

" BG PRO "
Don't forget we have a meeting
on Thursday, Nov. 17 In Room
102 B A. Guest speaker: MarTha
Peshoft of Roman Wilson Peshotf,
Inc. ALL MAJORS WELCOME'
•• BG PRO ■•

LAW SOCIETY
Speaker tonight from
Dayton School of Law
8:30 Room 106 BAA
Everyone is Welcome'
LAW SOCIETY

COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H

i-« Subleases for spaoojs 2 bdrm apartment Near campus, available for Spring
SSBS/month . gas Call 352-2139. leave
message

Female subleaser needed for Spnng.
5th St.. own room, $225/mo. ♦ elec.
Please call Sarah at 353-3004.

Kappa Delta Pi
Members and New Initiates
Initiation Thurs. Nov. 17th7:30
Alumni Room. Union
Toptc: Teacher Survival

Call 372 2978

1 rmmte , own room or 2 rmmies. willing to
snare large bdrm in 2 story house across 'rom
campus Can Knsten_3S3-5785

Please call 1-663-5169

FREE PIZZA from Papa Johna
Free Pizza from Papa Johns
Come donate your blood at the
Bloodmobilo in the N E. Commons
from 10:30-4:30 this week'"

Attention BG Community!
AA.GSA First Fall Formal Nov. 19
Tickots to go on salo Nov. 7-19
in M A P Oflico m 424 Student Services
Cost: Students S>0. Facully/Staff $20
For TaWes/Tickeis or more into:

1 lemaJe roommate ID share Columbian
Courts apt. (or la" semester. Own room,
reasonable rent. Call 353-3815

Of 3520163, ask lor Mark.

Prout Main Lounge
Mon. 11/14 730pm
Oftenhauer Main Lounge
Tues.n/15630 pm

'"Alpha Lambda Delta*"
Social-Social-Social
Pizza, Fun, Friends'
Wednesday. November 16
9 00pm BA 112
ALL MEMBERS WELCOME!

WANTED

We are seeking applicants for
Part-Time Hourly positions, primarily 2
reaW
& 3rd Shift, throughout our Toledo area'
locations. Openings include:
Grocery Stockers Baggers Cashiers
Store Detectives Greeters
General Merchandise Clerks
specially Toys and Sporting Goods)

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

rPC

Cable TV company seeks an energetic, hard
working individual to fill a part-time CSR position One year expenence m customer service
field preferred, working knowledge of computerized systems and general otfice equipment.
Type 45 wpm, data entry and good communication skills. Hours are 2-8 PM weekdays.
Some Saturdays 9-12 AM. Ofler competitive
salary. Please mail resume to: Wood Cable
TV. 118 N Main St.. Bowling Green. OH
434Q2. No phone calls please. EOE.

i pplications accepted at the Guest Services
Desk of your nearest store:
1500 E. Alexis Road, Toledo
1391 Conant Street, Maumee
1725 S. Wheeling Street, Orego
7240 W. Central Avenue, Toledo

Earn Extra Money for Christmas!
Choose your hours, your income and your rewards Choose AVON. Call 661-1602 today
Avon Independent Sales Rep.)
EBSCOTELEMARKETING SERVICE
EARN SOME EXTRA CASHI
The holidays are right around the comer! So
come to EBSCO Telemarketing. We give you:
valuable experience, a weekty paycheck, the
flexibility to make your own schedule, Perfect
for housewives, retirees, and students!
Bo a pan of one of the fastest growing telemarkebng firms in the U.S. Come in and apply at
113 N Mam Si. alter 4p.m. or ask for John at
353-6662

MEIJER

...Providing Equal Opportunity to a
Diverse Workforce.

Bagel with any
cream cheese
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Sockman's Automotive
425 Grant: Blvd., Bouulinq Green, OH 43402
across the tracks form Kioto's

352 - 3607

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?:
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD
OFF OF S. MAIN
- BG-

PRE-WINTER SPECIAL
General maintenance and lube, Oil, Filter $16.95
i
up to 5 qts. of oil
I
See Tom or Bill noiu!
_^3
^^F
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Thayer Chevrolet Toyota

BGS LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE
IMPORT FACILITY

1225 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Ask for Brad, Doug, or Sheila

352-7031

m

(419)353-5751
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WAL*MART ^SAISS
15-POINT
LUBE EXPRESS

PUVJS

•NO APPOINTMENT HEEDED

$

18

-WJ12 for non-found ill.
* DM not Indud* lynthMlc oih.
- Sofnt urt additional chug.

7_4

Check:

Every Day
1. Install up to 5 quarts of
featured oil.
2. Install new oil filter
3. Lubricate chassis

9. Air Filters
10. Wiper Blades
11. Tires & inflate to
proper pressure
12. Brake lights & tail
lights
13. Headlights & signal
lights

Check & Fill:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Washer fluid
Transmission fluid
Power steering fluid
Brake fluid
Differential fluid

Plus:
14. Vacuum interior
15. Wash exterior
windshield.

E®w §a^®
Reg. $18.74
|
Monday-Friday 8-8 Saturday 8-7 Sunday 10-5 ■
a«
352-2499
lfr,>H.«M.M»M

Expire* 13-31-94
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® TOYOTA

Fast

while-you-wait
service

TOYUIAQUALriY

Oil & Filter
Change
• Includes up lo 6
quaris of Genuine
Toyota oil
Genuine Toyota twostage patented
"Crystal Type" liltct
element with amidrainhack valve and
installation
Check all fluid levels

$17.95
• lurbos. 4*4s and diewls slightly higher

Check < )ur
Specials!
TOVCHA QUALITY

Minor
Tune-Up
• Install Genuine Toyota spark plugs.
• Check air, fuel and emission filters.
• Inspect ignition wires, distributor
cap and rotor, belts, hoses,
and PCV valve.

$39.95
• 6-cylinder JighiK hifthfi
EalukiMOOOmik
pUimumpliip

* FREE SHUTTLE
SERVICE
Complete Line of
Rental Cars & Vans
Call for more
details

Colored Ink

® TOYOTA

PARTS
SERVICE
"/ love what you do for me"

tvo^y-.,; .■'.,>.■/..■';•.■ '•-'•*' _ ■A.^yt-./wvV.^ .'•-'>■"■-'■
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